
TED   Talk   Speech   Prompt   (Written   Composition)   
    

Your   Task   
Write   your   TED   Talk   as   a   speech   of   between   1000-2000   words,   aiming   for   the   higher   end.   
According   to    Talk   Like   TED ,   the   ideal   pace   is   about   190   words/minute.   Thus,   a   well-paced   
5-minute   speech   will   be   approximately   1000   words   while   a   10-minute   speech   will   be   close   to   
2000   words.   
  

Organization   and   Style   
This   is   not   an   essay   but   a   speech.   Thus,   even   though   you   may   organize   your   speech   around   an   
introduction,   3   main   points,   and   a   conclusion,   do   not   think   of   it   as   a   5-paragraph   essay.   
Speeches   typically   use   many   paragraphs   with   varying   lengths,   like   journalism   and   narrative   
writing.   Think   of   the   speeches   we   read   from   Martin   Luther   King   and   Malcolm   X.    Use   tropes   and   
schemes   with   a   purpose   to   keep   your   audience's   attention.   Be   conversational   and   appropriate   
for   the   audience   and   occasion.   Use   storytelling   to   bring   your   audience   on   your   journey.   Build   in   
pauses,   varying   tones,   and   varied   pacing   depending   on   when   you   are   excited,   accentuating   an   
important   fact,   or   narrating   something   sad.   Remember,   it   will   be   performed   and   spoken,   not   
read   silently.   
  

Content   
You   need   to   remember   that   this   is   a   TED   Talk.   Thus,   you   need   to   have   a   message   or   insight   for   
your   audience.   This   is   not   just   a   story   of   your   life.    Your   use   of   anecdotes   should   have   the   
purpose   of   illustrating   and   supporting   your   main   message   or   argument.   Aim   for   a   unique   angle   
or   topic.   If   your   audience   already   knows   everything   you   are   saying,   then   your   content   is   less   
valuable.    Additionally,   there   should   be   some   balance   of    ethos ,    logos ,   and    pathos .   Think   of   the   
advice   Carmine   Gallo   gives   after   analyzing   Bryan   Stevenson's   speech   and   then   aim   for   
something   similar:   10%   ethos,   25%   logos,   and   65%   pathos.   However,   depending   on   your   topic,   
this   will   vary.   Hans   Rosling's   talk,   "The   Best   Stats   You've   Ever   Seen,"   flips   the   numbers:   10%   
ethos,   65%   logos,   and   25%   pathos.   Your   topic   and   purpose   should   determine   the   balance,   but   I   
should   see   some   elements   of   all   three   appeals.   
  

Language   
The   written   speech   should   have   an   engaging   and   passionate   tone,   use   appropriate   and   specific   
vocabulary,   strong   diction,   some   attempt   at   creativity   through   the   use   of   tropes   and   schemes,   
and   a   strong   command   of   grammar.   As   a   speech,   you   also   have   more   license   to   break   rules   if   it   
is   done   with   a   purpose   or   to   provide   a   more   conversational   tone.   (I.E.   You   may   begin   sentences   
with   a   coordinating   conjunction:   "But,   who   would   do   that?",   or   use   appropriate   slang,   
contractions,   and   other   informalities   not   appropriate   for   a   formal   essay.)   
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GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor

Arya, nice job in fully developing your message
with a ton of logos, vivid anecdotes, and tangible
experiences you have already had and continue to
do to aid in alleviating this problem. Really
impressive! There is a sincere tone and passion
that permeates the speech. 

PAGE 1

Vivid

Strong, vivid writing in this part of the essay. Great job using specific, concrete nouns and
adjectives as well as action verbs.

Logos
Good use of logos as supporting evidence for your argument.

Strong Message

Strong message

PAGE 2

Logos
Good use of logos as supporting evidence for your argument.

Ethos

Good job providing honesty and credibility for your audience.

Article Error  You may need to remove this article.

PAGE 3

Logos
Good use of logos as supporting evidence for your argument.
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Ethos

Good job providing honesty and credibility for your audience.

Logos
Good use of logos as supporting evidence for your argument.
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Ethos

Good job providing honesty and credibility for your audience.

Article Error  You may need to use an article before this word. Consider using the article
the.

Logos
Good use of logos as supporting evidence for your argument.
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Ethos

Good job providing honesty and credibility for your audience.

Additional Comment

Impressive! I don't know how you have time for all of these extracurriculars while still
excelling in school. 

Do you intend to integrate this passion with a future career?

Good anecdote
Strong use of anecdote to add pathos and illustrate your message/argument.
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RUBRIC: TED TALK SPEECH

FOCUS (15%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(8)

DEVELOPING
(7)

5.00
(1)

DEVELOPMENT (30%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(8)

DEVELOPING
(7)

5.00
(1)

10.00 / 10

10 / 10

The text focuses on a topic the speaker is passionate about and which is engaging and informative to
the audience.

The text clearly focuses on a compelling topic that informs the audience with
ideas, concepts, and information that creates a unified whole.

The text focuses on an interesting topic that informs the audience with ideas,
concepts, and information that creates a unified whole.

The text has a topic that informs the audience with ideas, concepts, and
information that creates a unified whole.

The text has an unclear topic with some ideas, concepts, and information.

The text has an unidentifiable topic with minimal ideas, concepts, and information.

10 / 10

The text presents an effective balance of stories, facts, concrete details, quotations, and examples to
establish ethos, pathos, and logos. The text provides a clear message supported by their details and
examines its implications and significance.

The text provides significant and compelling stories, facts, concrete details,
quotations and/or examples that thoroughly develop and explain their message.
There is an effective mix of ethos, pathos, and logos. The text provides an
engaging introduction and conclusion that supports the topic and examines its
implications and significance.

The text provides relevant and interesting stories, facts, concrete details,
quotations, and/or examples that sufficiently develop and explain the message.
The text provides a mix of ethos, pathos, and logos that work to convey a clear
message and examines its implications and significance.

The text provides stories, facts, concrete details, quotations, and/or examples that
develop the message. However, it may lack an effective balance of ethos, pathos,
and logos, resulting in either a more traditional informational essay or in a too
subjective personal narrative. The text provides a conclusion with a message
supported by the details of the speech.

The text provides stories, facts, concrete details, quotations, and/or examples that
develop the message. However, it lacks one of the appeals (ethos, pathos, and
logos) resulting in either a traditional informational essay or in a personal
narrative. The text provides a conclusion, but it is of vague relevance to the
audience.

The text contains limited facts and examples related to the topic. There is little
specificity or use of appeals to impact the audience. The text may not meet the
minimum length, or is missing a crucial component of a speech.



AUDIENCE (10%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(8)

DEVELOPING
(7)

5.00
(1)

COHESION (10%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(8)

DEVELOPING
(7)

5.00
(1)

LANG & STYLE (20%)

10 / 10

The text shows proper decorum for a speech and anticipates the audience's background knowledge of
the topic.

The speech shows proper decorum and an astute awareness of the audience,
using the proper register, addressing the audience's knowledge, experiences. and
values.

The speech shows proper decorum and awareness of the audience, using the
proper register, addressing the audience's knowledge, experiences. and values.

The text considers the audience's knowledge level about the topic. However, the
speech may slip at times in maintaining the proper decorum, register, or the
audience's knowledge, experience, and values.

The text illustrates an inconsistent awareness of the audience's knowledge level
about the topic. The speaker lacks the necessary decorum for a formal speech,
drops to a lower register of informality, or leaves the audience confused due to
gaps in knowledge, experience, or values.

The text lacks an awareness of the audience's knowledge level about the topic. The
speaker lacks proper decorum and register for a formal speech.

10 / 10

The text explains the relationship between ideas and concepts. The text includes appropriate and
varied transitions and syntax.

The text strategically uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of
text. The text explains the relationships between the topic and the examples
and/or facts. Strategies like "the Rule of 3" are effectively employed to enhance
clarity and cohesion.

The text skillfully uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the
text. The text identifies the relationship between the topic and the examples
and/or facts. This may be done with "the Rule of 3" to enhance clarity and
cohesion.

The text uses words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the text.
The text connects the topic and the examples and/or facts.

The text contains limited words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of
the text. However, the text attempts to connect the topic and the examples and /or
facts and the audience can easily make inferences to connect the elements of the
speech.

The text contains few, if any, words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections
of the text. The text does not connect the topic and the examples and/or facts. The
audience cannot easily connect the dots, causing confusion about the message.

10 / 10



EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(8)

DEVELOPING
(7)

5.00
(1)

CONVENTIONS (15%)

EXCEPTIONAL
(10)

SKILLED
(9)

PROFICIENT
(8)

DEVELOPING
(7)

5.00
(1)

The text presents an engaging and passionate tone and uses language, vocabulary, and rhetorical
techniques to engage the audience. TED Talk strategies are effectively implemented.

The text presents an engaging and passionate tone through sophisticated use of
rhetorical strategies of tropes and schemes, and vivid diction/ vocabulary. There
are memorable moments of novelty, creativity, humor, or emotionally charged
events.

The text presents an interesting tone through effective use of rhetorical strategies
of tropes and schemes, and the use of diverse vocabulary with a high level of
specificity. There is a clear attempt at memorable moments of novelty, creativity,
humor, or emotionally charged events.

The text presents a clear tone through effective use of varying sentence structures
and vocabulary. Some rhetorical techniques or memorable moments are included
but may lack adequate novelty, creativity, humor, or emotionally charged events.

The text illustrates a limited awareness of the rhetoric of speeches. The text
maintains a more objective tone as suitable for a traditional informational or
analytical essay. It does not attempt to use tropes or schemes, novelty, creativity,
humor, or emotionally charged events.

The text illustrates negative tone, which does not fit the purpose of a TED Talk
speech. OR the text consistently uses imprecise language choices.

10 / 10

The text demonstrates standard English conventions of usage and mechanics while attending to the
norms of the discipline in which they are writing (MLA, APA, etc.).

The text intentionally uses standard English conventions of usage and mechanics
while specifically attending to the norms of the discipline in which they are writing
(MLA, APA, etc.).

The text demonstrates standard English conventions of usage and mechanics
while suitably attending to the norms of the discipline in which they are writing
(MLA, APA, etc.).

The text demonstrates standard English conventions of usage and mechanics
while attending to the norms of the discipline in which they are writing (MLA, APA,
etc.).

The text demonstrates some accuracy in standard English conventions of usage
and mechanics.

The text contains multiple inaccuracies in Standard English conventions of usage
and mechanics.


